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EDITORIAL by Paula Stewart
At the start of the year, the joint collaboration of FORTIS TCI and Ports Authority saw the installation of the rehabilitative pipeline at South Dock, Grand Turk.
This was followed with the ground
breaking and construction of the Welcome Center/ Port Office at Bellefield
Landing, North Caicos.
By mid-year the Ports Authority successfully hosted the Port Management Association of the Caribbean virtual Annual
General Meeting and captured the prized
Novaport Cup award.
It has been a year already. Looking
back on 2021, we at the Ports Authority
can be happy with the successful execution of initiatives undertaken; even as
the persistent woes of COVID-19 remained and the development of a new
strain coming to light.
The year began with a change of government which saw the Ports Authority
being transferred to the Ministry of Immigration and Border Services and
effective working relations established.
In this issue of the Navigator, we are
excited to highlight some of the accomplishments made throughout the year.

Additionally, Bellefield Landing dredging, redevelopment phases 1 and 2 and
office complex on Provo and Bellefield
Landing boat slips were appraised and
tendered for commencement.
A port brings a myriad of other benefits
besides being an economic driver that it
is to a community. It is a builder in the
communities it serves. Through partnerships and collaborations, and community
engagements, the benefits derived are
shared.
As any responsible corporate citizen, the
Ports Authority supported a number of
community outreach activities. Through
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charitable initiatives, over $5,500.00 was
spent to enrich and uplift our people’s
lives. We hope that you too may feel inspired to contribute to worthy causes within your community and the wider Turks
and Caicos.
Also featured in this issue, are more accounts of our young seafarers of days
gone. We highlight the stories of brothers
Harry and Clement Lightbourne, and Lea
Astwood from Grand Turk, who went out
to sea in search of a better life.
I hope you enjoy reading their stories as
much as I enjoy bringing them to you.
Happy reading.~

Year in Review 2021
It’s Been a Year!
On January 29, 2021, members of FORTIS staff along with Ports Authority,
observed the commissioning of the rehabilitated pipeline at South Dock, Grand
Turk. The r ehabilitated pipeline improves the environmental safety discharge
rate of fuel transfer operations at the port.
It replaces a regime where fuel was transferred via hoses which floated on the sea
surface with inherent risks. The construction project was undertaken by FORTIS
TCI. The Ports Authority was pleased to
facilitate the project which supports Goal
#2 (Safe Ports) of its Strategic Plan.~

FORTIS TCI and Ports Authority Staff
• Total Cargo Volumes
• Total Revenue Generated per Revenue
Ton
• Total Expenses per Revenue Ton
• Net profit per Revenue Ton
• Total Staff per Revenue Ton

The TCI reported positive results for
four of the KPIs. The Director of Ports,
Delton Jones dedicated the Cup to the
staff of the Ports Authority which he
indicates should motivate them further
with major investments in the ports
system on the way. The TCI placed
second in the Nova Cup last year.
Following in August, the Director of
Ports was elected to a term of three ears
to serve on the PMAC Executive Committee.~
FORTIS Rehabilitated pipeline
June 25, 2021, the Ports Authority of
the Turks and Caicos Islands successfully hosted the 2021 Port Management
Association of the Caribbean (PMAC)
AGM and won their first 2021 Nova
Cup as best performing member port of
the Association.
The Nova Cup is
awarded at the end of the PMAC Annual
General Meeting to the member who
scores the highest points based on a composite of five key performance indicators:
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Cont’d from page 3
Bellefield Landing Post Office and
Welcome Center. Por ts Author ity
Chairman Jason Francis and Kendell
Higgs, CEO of Unlimited Contracting
signed a contract for the construction of
the Welcome Center/ Port Office at
Bellefield Landing, North Caicos. This
new development will improve tourism
on these Islands, as well as the country
on a whole.
Bellefield Landing is the hub for agriculture and craft exports and bourgeoning tourism developments on North
Caicos and Middle Caicos, centered
around day trips for visitors from Providenciales. The Port Office/ Welcome
Center will consist of a restaurant,
space for rental as shops, a port office,
car park, gazebo and other tourism
amenities. The Welcome Center is
already under construction and is due
for completion 2022.
Earlier on, the Ports Authority announced the completion of the temporary dock. This dock will ensure the
safety of shipping and passengers while
the Welcome Center is being constructed. Evaluation for the dredging has
also been completed and Contract
should be noted by Cabinet for early
2022.
The Master Plan for the redevelopment
of Bellefield Landing was completed
by Conservative Architects with community and stakeholder engagement in
December. Other projects appraised for
Bellefield Landing in 2021 include:
port dredging project and the civilian
safety (boat slips) Project.~
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August 26, 2021 saw South Caicos,
breaking ground for the South Caicos
Port Rehabilitation Project. Hon. Ar lington Musgrove and Ports Authority
Chairman, Mr Urban Francis, presided
over the ceremony. Minister Musgrove
confirmed the government’s commitment to develop ports throughout the
Turks and Caicos Islands and outlined a
comprehensive plan for development of
the South Caicos port to support economic development and poverty reduction on the Island.
Chairman Francis highlighted the importance of the nation's ports and opportunities for employment in the sector.
Other officials who attended the Groundbreaking Ceremony included: Hon. Rachel
Taylor, Hon. Otis Morris, Hon john Malcolm and Hon Jay Stubbs. Current and former members of the Board, the contractor
(Rhone Kelly) and other government officials and members of the community were
also present.~
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Community Outreach Projects—Beyond the economic impacts that we as a port system have on our communities, we bring a
myriad of other benefits as well, such as promoting societal benefits through charitable initiatives, recognition of special groups and
uplifting the vulnerable.
On May 12th, 2021,-Internatioanl Nurses’ Day, the Ports Authority hosted small ceremonies at the major hospitals throughout the
TCI to honor all nurses.~
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The Ports Authority congratulated Nicholas
Freites, the winner and second and third runnerup Jermaine Lowe of our Facebook
#inandoutofports Ports Authority Online Photo
Contest which ran from April 1, to June 25,
2021. The photo ‘Leading Light’ by Freites,
attracted 128 likes and a $250 cash prize, and
2nd and 3rd place for ‘No Task Too Great’ and
‘Ready To Go’ with 62 and 55 likes respectively
$200 collectively. Select photos of the contest,
out of a total of 40 submissions, are featured in

the Ports Authority 2022 Calendar. The winning photo ‘Leading Light’, is
featured on the calendar’s cover. Entries of the contest were judged solely by
the Facebook voting public. The photo capturing the largest number of likes
was deemed the winner. The focus of the contest centered on bringing out the
unique contributions of people, places, and things in the shipping industry.~
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October 1, 2021, began a week of
World Maritime Day obser vances under the theme "Seafarers: at the core of
shipping's future" Presentations of care
bags to crew from MVs Tropic Opal, Pelagic, Tropic Gem, Grand Express and
Lew 1, were made by Ports Authority
staff at South Dock, Provo, Grand Turk
and South Caicos. The gift presentations
were acts of appreciation thanking the
crew for their service which keeps the
TCI's supply chain operating smoothly. ~
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On December 17th, 2021, the Director of
Ports, Urban Francis along with other
members of the Board and Ports Authority staff collaborated with the Department of Social Development to distribute
Christmas gifts to vulnerable children on
Grand Turk and South Caicos. The
Chairman noted that it was an honor for
the Port to give back to the community
that it serves as the benefits go both
ways when ports focus on the vulnerable
and the community at large.~
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Seafaring—the TCI Experience
By Paula Stewart— Business and Communications Manager
We continue from our last issue highlighting our local seafarers experience.
In our previous issue we focused on
sailors from Salt Cay. This time, as
promised, I share with you stories of
brothers Harry and Clement Lightbourne and Lea Astwood from the island of Grand Turk. We should take
note that whilst each person’s experience may be different, the common
denominator with my subjects were to
increase earning capacity and to achieve
a better way of life for himself. Whilst
times weren’t always great, they all enjoyed their time at sea. Some even surmised that they would return to it were it
not for more pressing commitments.
Harry Lightbourne

ry set out to sea. “My father did not even
know”, he says.
The Western Venture made frequent voyages to Grand Turk on a 15-day rotation.
Making runs out of Coco Beach, Florida,
their cargo consisted of supplies for the US
Military bases in the Turks and Caicos
Islands, around the Bahamas and the Caribbean.
Working on these ships provided Harry the
opportunity to be home bi-weekly. The
voyages were usually uneventful, but as
Harry puts it, “sailing gave me the exposure that I would not have gotten at home”.
His travels would take him to Puerto Rico,
Trinidad, St Thomas, Jacksonville, FL and
even up to Toronto, Canada and the North
Sea.
For any young boy just starting out on the
sea, rough seas were his worst times. The
initial two days were his settling in period.
Once he made the adjustment and overcame his bouts of seasickness, he was good
to go. Being an oiler on the ship was new
to Harry, but he overcame the hurdle of
learning something new and took to his
tasks getting them done.

Coming from a very large family, Harry
is the second of 13 children. At the tender age of 14, Harry went to work at the
Grand Turk Naval Base facility. By
aged 16 he found work onboard the
Western Venture, one of the ships
owned by Durbans Company, in the
engine room as an oiler. It was through
his friendship with brothers Austin and
Nathaniel ‘Dooley’ Robinson (both deceased) who asked him whether he
wanted to work on the boat. Harry of
course seized the opportunity and gained
employment here. Just like all the others, Harry wanted better for himself.
With only his mother’s permission, Har-

Clement Aubrey Lightbourne, aka Fowl

Onboard the ships Harry was in the company of many he knew from home. Some
were family members: Frank Roberts, Earl
‘Super C’ Ingham, Ben Johnson, and a few
others he knew. His mentor on the Canaveral, was none other than Mr Arthur Butterfield of Providenciales, who was the
Chief Engineer and Harry’s boss.
After two years of sailing, Harry decided
to move to Grand Bahama in 1968, where
he worked as a cook at the Holiday Inn.
Being a cook was his path to later becoming a Chef which earned him a comfortable
life.
Harry has since retired in South Florida but
makes frequent trips back home to Grand
Turk where he is most comfortable.
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Clement always had a love for history and
geography and a longing to visit all the
countries and locations he learned about in
school as a young boy. Having great admiration for his father, his oldest brother
Harry and uncles who had traveled extensively in their days, Clement wanted to
follow in their footsteps. When the opportunity presented itself, Clement already
knew that it was what he wanted to do. He
pranced on it without hesitation.
Already employed with the TCI Government as a messenger boy at the Grand
Turk Post Office, Clement was still looked
for a better way of life. The opportunity to
travel the world came when his neighbor
in Over Back, Charles Astwood, decided
to pass on a life at sea after having a
change of heart. Astwood told 17 year old
Clement that he should go to Mr Arthur
‘Bowlie’ Been to take his (Astwood) spot
if he wanted to go sailing. Overflowing
with excitement, Clement hopped on his
bicycle and rode down to TIMCO to Mr
Been and told him Astwood’s story.
Gaining permission from his parents was
initially met with resistance from his
mother, Lillian, who voiced her concerns.
However, luckily for Clement, his father,
Oliver ’Bah’, took a different stance and
gave his support and signed him up to join
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the National Bulk Carriers in late November 1973.
Just two days after registering, passports
processed in record time, Clement and
fellow countrymen Calvin Hamilton,
John Fulford and Pat Symmonette flew
to Philadelphia, PA via Haiti arriving on
Thanksgiving Day. However, their assigned ship, the Ore Jupiter, had detoured to Mobile, Alabama which led to
their drive from Philly to Mobile. All
but Pat Symmonette made this trip.
Once onboard, they were met by Lesley
Williams, of Salt Cay.
Clement’s first voyage was from Alabama to South America calling at ports
in Brazil and Venezuela where he got to
see the much heard about Orinoco River
first hand. His initial nine months at sea
also took him to Europe where he visited
countries such as Italy, Spain, Germany
and Holland transporting iron ore. Not
yet use to being on the sea for such extended periods, Clement experienced a
number of challenges. The adjustment
of coming from a sheltered environment
to being far away from home, traversing
rough seas in bad weather, trying to find
his sea legs and keeping his stomach
contents at bay all took a toll on him.
Not to be deterred, Clement embraced it
as an adventure.
No stranger to overcoming challenges,
he soon settled down. After all, as he
puts it, “it was not like I could have taken a plane back home from the middle of
the ocean.” The desire for a better life
making more money than the average
person back home and traveling to faraway lands were his incentives. Being
the good son that Clement was, he remitted his earnings back home to assist
his parents and the remainder to go into
savings.
On completion of his first contract,
Clement returned home for a month’s
respite before joining the supertanker the
Universe Mariner, which at the time was

the world’s second largest supertanker.
This time around his tour of voyages
took him to the Persian Gulf. Clement’s
ship called at many ports there- Dubai,
Iraq, Kuwait, to name a few. There were
some ports in the region unable to facilitate its berth. The ship would be connected to oil rigs in the gulf to offload
the oil. It was at these times that they
were unable to go ashore for any reprieve. So huge was this ship, that at
that time it could not travel through the
Suez Canal where we know the Ever
Given was recently stuck. The route for
this supertanker to the Persian Gulf was
always around the Cape of Good Hope,
South Africa which significantly lengthened the voyage. These supertankers
were so huge bicycles were used to move
from one location to another on deck.
As alluded to earlier, Clement was no
stranger to challenges. For you see as a
child, Clement experienced a bout of
polio which left him wheelchair bound.
He was unable to walk for three months.
Perhaps this is why his mother was reluctant to have him so far away from her.
She was being protective, as she was so
used to keeping a close eye on him.
Overcoming this setback was a precursor
for what was to come. Not the tallest of
the bunch, Clement attracted the name
‘small boy’ on board the ship. But he
made it known in no uncertain terms that
his size was a contradiction to his overall
strength. Clement’s recount of incidents
where he was tested in a number of incidents had tears rolling down my face
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from laughing so hard. The crew onboard
these ships, as Clement recalls, were largely provided by islands in the Eastern Caribbean such as St Vincent. It was one
person from such country who underestimated young Clement. Being a mess boy,
assisting the cook, and not too familiar
with the Vincentian accent, Clement often
got this gentleman’s meal order wrong.
For all his attempts to correct the misunderstandings, it led to him being called a
‘Salt Head’ which was a derogatory term
for those from Turks. This did not bother
Clement though, it was the fact that this
gentleman thought he could bully him and
get away with it. Clement was not having
it and finally fended him off in an altercation which led to the gentleman being expelled from the ship at the next port.
Another challenge was with a fellow countryman, with he shared a cabin. They
worked different shifts so their need for
rest and one light was not shared at the
same time. One wanted to stay up late to
read while the other wanted to sleep.
Needless to say this caused conflict. This
resulted in another altercation for Clement.
However, they were able to resolve the
issue without it reaching the upper ranks.
According to Clement, he has never lost a
fight yet.
As mentioned before, they had encounters
with severe weather. The severity was
increased when their ship was so laden
with cargo that the ship’s deck practically
disappeared when the water washed over
the tanker in rough seas. This he says was
usually when they were traversing seas
near the Cape of Good Hope notoriously
called ‘Seaman’s Burial Ground’ as it
claimed so many lives and ships. This
body of water was and still is considered
to be one of the most dangerous water
passages to travel to this day. It was during these times that Clement recalls how
scared he would be, not knowing whether
the boat is going to sink or not. It was not
a good feeling he says. Even in calm waters on a laden ship one was able to bend
over to dip a cup into the ocean with ease
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which brought not only a sense of wonderment but of the palpable dangers that
lurked.
What was Clement’s final straw was the
time his appendix erupted while on the
‘George Champion’. They were sailing
the English Channel. Onboard was fellow countryman, Ben Johnson, who was
one of the navigators and whom Clement credits with seeing to his overall
well-being during their time together
onboard this ship. Ben saw to it that
Clement’s harness was securely fastened
for safe transfer to a waiting tug which
took him ashore for delivery to a medical facility in Dover, England. He was
taken directly to the operating table.
Clement remained in Dover three
months recovering from surgery. Once
recovered, Clement was flown back
home. After dedicating two and a half
years to the sea, he decided to start a
family. Later on, Clement would move
to the United States where he now resides in South Florida enjoying life as a
musician with his band Sweet Justice.
He reminisces often of his seafaring
days with immense pride and says that
were it not for his commitment to family, he would do it again.
Lea Astwood

At aged 16, Mr Lea, as he is affectionately
called, started out working for the Durbans Company. Supplying US Military
bases in the Caribbean region with heavy
equipment, ammunition and food stock.
Mr Lea plied the stretch of sea from
Grand Turk up and down the Bahama
chain from Port Canaveral in Florida biweekly. His job was working in the engine room as an oiler. According to Mr
Lea, ‘in those days, most of the men went
to sea and those who didn’t, didn’t want
to”. After two years at sea, Mr Lea wanted a land-based job and went to work at
the US Air Force Base on Grand Turk, as
a supply clerk during the day and bartender at night.
After a short stint at the Base, Mr Lea
went off to the Bahamas and later returned
home to only again go back to the sea to
work on a ship for the King Company,
transporting fertilizer between Texas and
New Orleans to Mexico. With a background in auto mechanics and diesel, Mr
Lea sought work in the engine room.
However, to his disappointment, he was
assigned to work on deck.
Jokingly, Mr Lea recalls a time when he
was called to steer the boat up the Mississippi River. Turning to his friend Thomas
Parker, in whose company he now spends
a great portion of his day, he said “now
Tom, I can’t steer no boat and there being
a strong language barrier, there were lots
of misunderstandings”. Going contrary to
the Pilot’s orders, Mr Lea was chased
from the wheel for almost steering the
boat onto the river’s bank. It was on these
voyages in the Gulf of Mexico, that Mr
Lea became fascinated with scenes of
nearby mountains and how they appeared
to loom over the water. He fell in love
with his surroundings in their natural
splendor and it felt as if he and the environment were in harmony.
On 18th February 1971, Mr Lea changed
jobs again to join the Royal Turks and
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Caicos Islands Police Force. He was assigned as the first Quarter Master of the
Police lounge.
Narrowly avoiding a charge of desertion
by the Force, Mr Lea embarked on another round at sea. He received his release
letter from the Force whilst waiting at the
airport to catch his flight to join his ship.
The decision to go back to sea this time
was more purposeful and compelling. By
now Mr Lea had settled down into marriage. With a wife, Jean, young sons Ian
and Eddie, and a house under construction, additional finances were needed.
Working in the Force did not pay the type
of money one could get from sailing and
he wanted to finish his house, so he left.
Traversing vast oceans comes with inherent dangers and Mr Lea had his share of
near death experiences. The first would
be on the Delaware River. “A winter
storm had moved in”, he says. This was
his first time experiencing snow. His
ship, one of many, was waiting its turn to
go up the river. The weather was so severe, he recalls, that an explosion of a
tanker that was waiting alongside his ship
was not heard through the night. They
awoke in the morning to observe buoys
floating in the water where the ship once
was. All on board had perished; the only
survivors were those crew who had gone
ashore the night before. It was to his disbelief that their ship did not suffer the
same fate given their close proximity to
each other.
Another experience he recounted that was
not life threatening but proved to be incident free for him, was the task of mocking
tanks. This process had a profound and
lasting effect on him. To say this was not
an easy task would be an understatement.
I listened keenly as Mr Lea relived what
the chore entailed. His voice was laced
with intense emotion which was felt deeply. It was not a task that was mandatory,
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but one that brought increased wages at
3 to 4 times the hourly rate for the
heightened risk that was inherent in it.
This was additional income to supplement his based earnings which would
go towards completing his home and
providing for his family. The experience was so traumatizing for Mr Lea
that he says on reflection, “I would
much rather be buried alive than to
experience it again”. He did this only
once. At this point, as I transcribed Mr
Lea’s story in the privacy of my office,
I must admit that I too became a little
terrified about what these men had to
endure.
What exactly does mocking tanks entail? Well, as Mr Lea explained and on
further research of my own, I garnered
a level of understanding and will attempt to explain to you as best I can.
Crude oil is a heavy liquid fuel which
leaves traces of dark residue on the
walls of the container in which it is
carried. Mocking tanks is the process
by which cargo tanks are cleaned free
of the residual build-up.
In its
transport, the oil can slosh within the
walls of the containers/tanks. This
sloshing motion results in pressure on
the wall of the container causing large
deformities to the tank as well as the
carrier. The pressure on the tank walls
due to the sloshing waves are mitigated
in the tanks of very large crude oil carriers ships by using built-in baffles
designed to withstand the most severe
sea conditions. So now you may ask,
what are baffles? Baffles are a series
of cells through which the cleaner
crawls to clean (mock) the tanks.
Equipped with nothing more than a
flashlight and cleaning supplies, Mr
Lea made his way through the tank.
The passage through these cells can be

a very harrowing experience as it took
several hours to go down and come back
up in very cramp spaces at times. Being
unable to sit or stand-up in some areas
was challenging on its own and cause you
to second guess yourself many times.
There was a strong possibility of something going wrong or even the light going
out. God forbid your light goes out and
the thought of not being found weighed
heavily on your mind. Those were scary
moments, Mr Lea remembers, but it
brought extra income and he wanted to
finish his house.
Sailing with the National Bulk Carriers
took him to the US, and to Europe Holland, Spain and France. It was in
Amsterdam where he first saw the ‘locks’
system that controlled the water flow for
the passage of ships at work, like the system for the Panama Canal. Going to Rotterdam and hanging around the bar
rooms, he was able to see photos of all
the older sailors who had gone there before him from Turks and Caicos.
Mr Lea recalls some of the perilous waterways they would have to pass through,
such as Seaman’s burial ground and
Hell’s gate. There was a time he said he
saw a ship sinking but you couldn’t stop
to help. At the Coast Guard orders you
had to continue on to your destination;
otherwise they would have two ships to
save. You had to keep going else your
ship would encounter the same perilous
fate. Most of the times, these waterways
were rough and required considerable
skill to navigate.
To lighten the mood, Mr Lea spoke of an
earlier time while working on the Durbans boat. The crew being many years
his senior always exerted a level of protectiveness over him. Such was the case
after going into Gold Rock Creek, Freeport where they caught a large Yak more
than 9ft long. Considered to be too
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young, Mr Lea sat and watched as his mates consumed the Yak they had cooked in
all ways one could imagine, wishing only
for a taste. As luck would have it, Mr Lea
became chief, cook and bottle washer as
he was the only one not to be sidelined by
the poisonous fish. So he ended up having
the last laugh.
Not yet ready to go back home, it was an
altercation with a young engineer onboard
that was the deciding factor. His ship had
just passed Trinidad when he learned that
there was a treacherous hurricane approaching the Turks and Caicos Islands.
Writhed with concern about the well-being
of his family, Mr Lea became anxious.
Wanting to know more, he requested time
from his supervisor to go to the radio room
to get the latest weather update. He was
denied the time. Not to be deterred, Mr
Lea went anyway, after all, his family was
all he had to live for. As luck would have
it though, our tiny islands were spared the
brunt of the storm; however, Mr Lea had
another storm to contend with. Going
about his work checking his gauges and
all, he was pursued and interfered with by
his supervisor, a young Greek engineer
who decided to lay hands on him. Big
mistake!
The Engineer was knocked to the ground
and suffered the wrath of Mr Lea. After
being reported to the Chief Engineer who
had taken his side, Mr Lea decided to call
it quits regardless. The Chief refused his
resignation, but Mr Lea had had all he
could take. His contract had long expired,
but he had continued to work and now
asked to be sent back home. The altercation soured his voyage and his opportunity
to attain his Engineer’s Licence and what
could have potentially been a longer career
at sea.
After four and a half years of a productive
life working on the sea, Mr Lea made his
final return home a man in 1973.~
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